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Abstract
A simulator for the design of polycrystalline silicon thin film transistors, used
for the command of flat panel liquid crystal display pixels, is discribed. This
simulator is based on the plolycrystalline silicon specific physical equations. It
permits to describe both passing and blocking operating modes.

1. Introduction
Polycrystalline silicon thin film transistors are being used for the command of flat
panel liquid crystal display pixels [I].A major point is to determine their blocking
capability. Therefore the simulation needs to describe both passing and blocking
characteristics. The transistors are made of a thin undoped polycrystalline silicon
film deposited on a glass substrate (figure 1).The film thickness is about 500 A. The
monocrystalline graip thickness is the layer thickness. The grain size, i n the film
plane, is about 3000 A. The drain and source contacts are made of n+ polycrystalline
silicon.
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Figure 1 :Polycrystalline Silicon Thin Film Transistor structure, and detail of the grains.

The grain surface has a major influence on the conduction properties of the thin
film. The surface lattice defect implies silicon dangling bonds and band tail densities which govern the surface charge density and the recombination-generation
mechanisms. The grain boundary medium is a disordered material (amorphous)
with a large band gap, c o ~ p a r a b l eto a n oxide one. The conduction through the
grain boundary (about 10 A thick) is governed by tunnel effect. The monocrystalline
silicon grains are supposed to have the same energy band structure as bulk silicon,
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except at the surface where dangling bonds and band tails are added.

2. Physical model
The modelling of the layer supposes parallelepipedic monocrystalline grains. The
physical model describing the steady state conduction in semiconductor material is
composed of Poisson's equation
(1)
V ( E . V* 9) = -p
1

1

and electron and hole balance equations -- . V* J, = -U ; - . V* J = -U
4
4
2.1 Grain material

(2)

In the grains (bulk silicon), the carrier densities are expressed within MaxwellEc - E ~ n
Ev-E~p)
Boltzmann statistics
n = N, . exp (-) ; p = NV.exp((3)
k.T
k.T
and the charge density is p = - 9 . (n -p - dop)
where dop is the residual doping density.
The drift-diffusion model is used for the electron and hole current densities (including a mobility law to take into account the high field velocity saturation) :

The recombination-generation is governed by the

sho;kley- all-~ead mechanism:

In the blocking mode (hole accumulation), high fields appear in the space charge
region close to the drain contact due to the reverse diode biased effect (figures 2,3).
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Fiqure 3: Enhancement of the near drain
region showing the very high electric field
values (blocking mode).
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Figure 2: Band diagram along the channel in
blocking mode showing both serial resistance
elTect and diode voltage drop on drain side.
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This induces electron and hole generation by impact ionisation :
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So that the total recombination-generation term is U = USfIR-GI,,
-Glp

(8)

2.2 Grain surface and grain boundary
Band tails and ionised dangling bonds densities govern the equilibrium of the grain
surface. The carrier surfacic densities in the band tails are :
E,-E
Ev-E

--

d E ;
1 + exp ( -------

.dE

ps=J
E, 1

+ exp(-

(9)

E~p-E,
k.T

where No, and No, are the effective state densities in the conduction and valence
band tails ;. Eo, and Eov are the respective energy extrema of the band tails.
The dangling bonds of the silicon atoms make appear two deep energy levels Elpl
and El 2. The total dangling bond surfacic charge density is summation of the two
ionisedstates of this amphoteric defect [21.

where n, (,, 2)

=

n, . exp (

the charge density is then

(1.2) - E

~ n

k.T

)

Ps(1,2)

=

E q - Elp ( 1,2)
k , ~

PS'~XP(

p, = -q . (n, - p s + Nip - ~ f b )

1
(11)

The surfacic recombination is governed by the capture emission process between
band tails and dangling bonds :

The conduction through the grain boundaries is described by electron and hole tunnel effects.

where AEFn and AEFp are the variations of the imref a t the grain boundary ; n , p
are the carner concentrations at the surface of the grain. n is the transmission factor of the intergrain medium and v n Y pis the thermionic emission velocity [3].
The interband tunnel effect (Zener) which appears on the top of the drain contact for
large gate biases in blocking mode is added to these mechanisms 141. This mechanism depends directly on the electric field induced by the gate on the top of the n+
material.

3. Numerical method
The numerical model is composed of the equations 1 to 13 describing the different
mechanisms. The discretisation scheme is a Box Method [5] type which allows to
describe easily the surfacic terms. The internal behaviour of each grain and grain
boundary has to be described. A full 2D simulation leads to a prohibitive number of
nodes. In order to minimize the number of nodes the discretisation is simplified so
as to have a 2D description of Poisson equation and a 1D description of the balance
equations (see figure 4). So that the total equation set can be solved within a 1D
direct coupled method.
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4. Application
Figure 5 shows the characteristics of the structure described in figure 1.This figure
shows both the passing and blocking characteristics. This classical device exhibits
an excess of current under blocking operation which may penalize its use in flat
liquid crystal display applications. The origin of the excess current is both impact
ionisation and Zener effects. These mechanisms which increase rapidly with the
fields are presently limited by the grain surface recombinations on the dangling
bonds. No breakdown can be observed in the blocking characteristics because of this
very efficient limiting mechanism. A new offset-gate structure has been optimized
by means of the simulator [61. This type of device does not exhibit any excess
current. The study permitted to verify the quality of the simulator to predict the
behaviour of new devices

Figure 4 : Box method discretisation scheme Figure 5 : Simulation showing the dynamics
used to simulate the transistor structure, between blocking (Vcs < 0) and passing
including the grain boundaries. The unknown (VGS > 0) characteristics.
nodes are black dots.
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